
Wine & Cheese by TCC’s January 2019 Cheese Club 
 

Happy New Year! Because we all love Gouda, we’re featuring one of our favorites, Marieke Gouda 

from Penterman Farm. And hey, we’re not the only ones who love Gouda, it’s also the world’s all-time 

favorite accounting for 50-60% of the world’s entire cheese consumption.  This award-winning 

cheesemaker, celebrates her Dutch heritage with this special collection of exceptionally flavored 

Goudas. Starting at the farm of her very own family, Marieke uses their premium raw cow’s milk to 

perfectly blend with the herbs and seeds she and her team gather in the Netherlands. This 

combination provides each wheel with the incomparable flavor you’ve grown to expect from small 

batch family farmstead cheeses.  The first selection, Smoked Gouda, is a variant of this famous 

cheese, achieved by smoking it in ancient brick ovens over hickory embers. This semi-soft cheese has 

a creamy yellow interior with an edible, brown rind inside the inedible wax rind.  The second selection 

is Marieke’s Foenegreek (also spelled Fenugreek) Gouda, a lesser known herbaceous Gouda that draws 

its flavor from this distinctive herb and has a subtle maple sweetness.  
 

Marieke Smoked Gouda 

Type: Raw cow milk 

Flesh: Semi-soft 

Rind: Wax rind (inedible) 

Tasting Notes: A gentle natural Hickory smoking provides a rich, full flavor and a 

smoky aroma.  

Beer Club Pairing:  For this month’s beer club, pair with the Finch Mane Man American 

Brown Ale.  The chocolate malt notes and bold flavor pair nicely with 

the smokiness of the cheese.  

Wine Club Pairing For this month’s wine club, pair with either the Rayun Chardonnay or 

Merlot.  The fruity notes in each wine balance the rich, smoky flavor 

of the cheese. 
 

Marieke Gouda Foengreek   

Type: Raw cow milk  

Flesh: Semi-soft 

Rind: Wax rind (inedible) 

Tasting Notes: Sweet and nutty flavor with a hint of maple syrup. Look for notes of 

curry or aged sherry in the finish. 

Beer Club Pairing: For this month’s beer club, pair with the Firestone Walker Wookus.  

The hint of maple sweetness in the cheese complements the spicy, 

hops of the beer. 

Wine Club Pairing: For this month’s wine club, pair with the Rayun Cabernet Sauvignon.  

The notes of cherry and strawberry enhance the notes of aged 

sherry in the cheese. 
 

Have a great month! 
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